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Td]paran ep eo* sa ]na jkp _kj_anja`
sepd pda lnk_aoo, Ta ]na _kj_anja` sepd
pda lnk`q_p, Ta ]na jkp _kj_anja` sepd
pda oq^fa_pera ]ola_p9 sa ]na _kj_anj+
a` sepd pda k^fa_pera ]ola_p, F pdejg
pd]p pdeo jas heja ej pda _kqnoa kb ] bas
ua]no sehh bqhhu skng kqp ]j` ep sehh ^a
pk pda ^ajabep kb i]ejpaj]j_a kb la]_a
ej pdeo sknh`,

Kks* F ]i jkp at]ccan]pejc sd]p sa
`e` ]p >r]`e kn sd]p sa `e` dana ej
l]ooejc ] naokhqpekj sde_d op]pa` pd]p
Fj`e]%o bqpqna sehh ^a ] ok_e]heop ok_eapu,
?qp ]p pda o]ia peia* / baah ] heppha lne`a
pd]p okia ejbhqaj_a kb pdeo i]u d]ra
]bba_pa` pdai 8 dana eo ] _kqjpnu sde_d
d]o bkhhksa` ]j ej`alaj`ajp bknaecj
lkhe_u ]j` ok b]n ]o pda _d]n]_pan kb epo
bqpqna ok_eapu eo _kj_anja`* ep eo ckejc
pk ^a `abejepahu ok_e]heop, Qdanabkna* ep
sehh ^a ]c]ejop s]n ]j` `abejepahu bkn
pda i]ejpaj]j_a kb la]_a ej pdeo sknh`,
/ `k jkp s]jp pk p]ga ]ju qj`qa _na`ep,
>hkjc sepd i]ju kpdan _en_qiop]j_ao
]j` b]_pkno pd]p pdau iqop d]ra jkpe_a`*
F _]jjkp dahl baahejc pd]p pdeo opal ^u
kqn _kqjpnu iqop d]ra lh]ua` mqepa ]+
oq^op]jpe]h l]np ej pd]p,

Lqn lkhe_u d]o ok b]n ^aajáep d]o
kbpaj ^aaj o]e`ájkp ianahu pd]p kb
jaqpn]heoi ^qp `uj]ie_ jaqpn]heoi, Fp eo
jkp ] lkhe_u kb dahlhaoojaoo ^qp ep eo ] lk+
oepera lkhe_u ej sde_d ejepe]pera ]j` ]_+
pekj d]ra ] `abejepa ]j` ]`amq]pa lh]_a,
Qdanabkna* pda mqaopekj eo sdapdan sa
odkqh` bkhhks ep kn sdapdan pdana eo
]ju ja_aooepu kn sdapdan ]ju _en_qi+
op]j_ao d]ra k__qnna` pd]p sehh fqopebu
] nareas kb pda o]ia, Pk Q]n ]o pda
hkjc+pani ]ola_p eo _kj_anja`* F ]i
`abejepahu kb pda _kjoe`ana` reas pd]p
pda bkqj`]pekjo kb kqn lkhe_u d]ra ^aaj
sahh h]e` ]j` sa d]ra oq__aoobqhhu _]n+
nea` ep, Fb sd]p eo d]llajejc ej pda
sknh` pk`]u eo ranu aj_kqn]cejc* ep eo*
ej okia oi]hh ia]oqna* `qa pk kqn
lkhe_u,

Kks* p]gejc pda odknp+pani ]ola_p* ep
i]u ^a* pd]p laklha sehh o]u pd]p pdana
]na ok i]ju ogahapkjo ej pda _ql^k]n`,
Qdana eo @auhkj* pdaj M]geop]j* H]od+
ien* pdeo pd]p ]j` pda kpdan, Fj pdeo _kj+
patp* sd]p F skqh` oqccaop eo pdeo, Fb
H]odien eooqa d]o pk ^a jackpe]pa`* ^u
]hh ia]jo jackpe]pa ep ^a_]qoa jkpdejc
lha]oao qo ikna pd]p pda i]ppan odkqh`
^a oappha` ej ] i]jjan ej sde_d ep sehh
nabha_p _na`ep kj ^kpd l]npeao, Qd]p d]o
^aaj* ^u ]j` h]nca* kqn ]ppepq`a pdnkqcd+
kqp pdaoa aecdp ua]no, ?qp eb ep eo pk ck pk
]j` ^a oappha` ]c]ej ej pda RKL* pdaj*
F ranu naola_pbqhhu namqaop kqn Mneia
Jejeopan ]j` kqn cna]p ha]`an pk _kjoe+

`an pdeo, Lqn knecej]h op]j` s]o pd]p M]+
geop]j ^aejc pda ]ccnaookn* ep iqop ^a
`a_h]na` `abejepahu pd]p M]geop]j eo pda
]ccnaookn, Rjhaoo pd]p `a_h]n]pekj _kiao*
sa odkqh` jkp ikra ]j ej_d bqnpdan, Ta
c]ra ql pd]p op]j`* jkp bej]hhu ^qp sa
o]e` 8 ]hh necdp* pd]p op]j` odkqh` na+*
i]ej ej ]^au]j_a bkn pda peia ^aejc
^a_]qoa _en_qiop]j_ao i]u ^a _na]pa`
ej sde_d ] jackpe]pa` oapphaiajp iecdp
^a lkooe^ha, ?qp eb ] jackpe]pa` oappha+
iajp eo jkp lkooe^ha ]j` eb okiapdejc ]o
d]o ^aaj oqccaopa` ej pda olaa_d kb pda
Mneia Jejeopan kb M]geop]j ]p H]n]_de
sdana da o]e` pd]p Fj`e] eo pda ]ccnao+
okn ^a_]qoa pdau ]na ej H]odien ]j` eb
pdau ]na pda ]ccnaookn* oqnahu pda
qoa kb >iane_]j ]ni]iajpo ]j` ]iiq+
jepekj skqh` ^a fqopebea`* sa
oaa dks pdejco ]na i]jelqh]pa`,
Qdanabkna* ep eo ]^okhqpahu ja_aoo]nu pk+
`]u pk ejoeop kj kqn benop `ai]j` pd]p ]
`a_h]n]pekj odkqh` ^a i]`a pd]p M]geo+
p]j eo pda ]ccnaookn, Fb pd]p eo ok* _anp]ej
_kjoamqaj_ao ]na ^kqj` pk bkhhks, ?qp
]p pda o]ia peia* kqn ]llnk]_d bkn pda
okhqpekj kb ]hh kqpop]j`ejc mqaopekjo
pdnkqcd _kj_ehe]pekj* pdnkqcd jackpe]pekj
]j` at_d]jca kb reaso odkqh` ^a lqnoq+
a`, F `k jkp s]jp pk o]u pd]p sa odkqh`
_kjban ]c]ej ]j` ]c]ej ]j` ]c]ej, ?qp eb
ep eo ja_aoo]nu pk _kjban aranu bknpjecdp*
^u ]hh ia]jo _kjban ^a_]qoa aranu^k`u
gjkso sd]p pda ]hpanj]pera eo,

F d]ra i]`a psk oqccaopekjo8 kja
sepd naola_p pk pda atk`qo kb Eej`qo
bnki B]op M]geop]j ]j` pda kpdan bkn
ejoeopejc kj M]geop]j ^aejc `a_h]na` ]j
]ccnaookn ^a_]qoa ep eo ] opn]pace_ lkejp
á] lkejp kj sde_d pda bqpqna `arahkl+
iajp kb kqn nah]pekjoá^apsaaj qo ]j`
M]geop]já`alaj`, Fb pdau o]u pd]p sa
]na ]ccnaookno ^a_]qoa sa ]na ej H]od+
ien* sahh* ep cerao ]j ]hpkcapdan jas
]ola_p pk pda _kjpnkranou, F d]ra jkpd+
ejc ikna pk o]u at_alp* ]o / o]e`* pd]p
sa iqop jkp ^a l]je_gu9 sa iqop ck
]^kqp sepd mqeap _kqn]ca ]j` `ecjepu kb
^ad]rekqn ^a_]qoa qhpei]pahu pdau sehh
`k ckk` pk qo,
Qda Mneia Jejeopan ]j` Jejeopan kb

Btpanj]h >bb]eno &Pdne G]s]d]nh]h
Kadnq'8 Jn, Pla]gan* F d]ra kbpaj d]`
pda lnerehaca kb ]``naooejc pdeo Ekqoa
ej nac]n` pk ejpanj]pekj]h ]bb]eno, F ]i
]bn]e` F nala]p iuoahb kj pdaoa k__]oekjo
^a_]qoa F `k baah pd]p _anp]ej ]ola_po kb
pda _d]jcejc sknh` pk`]u ]na ok eilknp+
]jp pd]p pdau odkqh` ]hs]uo ^a ^knja ej
iej`, Pk* pda Ekqoa sehh bkncera ia
eb* kj pdeo k__]oekj ]hok, F o]u okiapdejc
sde_d* land]lo* F d]ra o]e` ^abkna,

Pkia heppha peia ]ck* F i]`a ] op]pa+
iajp ej pdeo Ekqoa ej nac]n` pk _anp]ej



[Shri Jawaharlal Nehru]
very important matters—more especial
ly, the conversations we had with some 
eminent statesmen who came here. I 
shall not of course repeat that but I 
shall have to refer to some of those im
portant matters again.

Acharya Kripalani was good enough 
to say that our foreign poilcy was right 
in principle—the broad objectives and 
possibly even certain broad achieve
ments—but that we tended to go wrong 
in regard to details, in regard to tac
tics to be employed. Other hon. Mem
bers opposite criticised it in various 
ways also.

Now, it is perfectly true that we in 
our foreign policy or in any other policy 
have not had a run of success every
where, that we have met with difficulties 
and are likely to meet with many more 
difficulties, that we have faced lack of 
success in many of our important prob
lems and it may be that if some wise 
step had been taken previously in re
gard to some particular problem it would 
have led to better results. It is so easy 
to be wise after the event. Neverthe
less, I would like the House to remem
ber that all these so-called problems— 
small problems—are not isolated ones; 
they are intimately connected with some 
of the basic problems of the world to
day. You can hardly separate any prob
lem from these basic conflicts of the 
world today. Therefore, even a small 
problem tends to become a big one in 
its consequence. And to imagine that 
you can settle any small problem, or 
one which affects us particularly, with
out reference to the other aspects, the 
world aspects is to make a mistake.

Now again, if I may draw the atten
tion of the House to certain very re
markable and basic changes that have 
taken place and are taking place in the 
world, and which I believe are 
changing or will change the whole 
context of thinking and action 
in the world in various sphres 
of activity—you may make your 
approach as you like; you may call it 
the development of technology to an 
extreme degree leading ultimately to the 
invention and use of the atomic bomb 
or the hydrogen bomb— I am referring 
to the hydrogen bomb as an aspect of 
the development of technology and not 
as something that will kill and devastate 
vast numbers of people—it is this deve
lopment of technology in industrial 
civilisation which has reached this level 
of tremendous power which may inflict 
infinite disaster on humanity and which
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may also do enormous good. The mere 
release of this power—and humanity will 
use it more and more for good or ill— 
is a new feature in the world today 
which upsets all previous thinking. It 
upsets military thinking. All the text
books on war that have been written 
thus far are out of date because of these 
new factors. That, I think most people 
recognise. But, perhaps, they do not re
cognise that it upsets political thinking, 
or should upset it if we can get out of 
our grooves, and it upsets economic 
thinking and all the isms to which we 
have been attached in the past. We 
have had a great deal of truth in them, 
a good measure, but they are out of 
date. I do venture to say that this tre
mendous increase in the power available 
to humanity today has made our pre
vious thinking militarily, politically and 
economically out of date to some extent 
and unless we adapt ourselves to this 
new age which is dawning upon us we 
shall be left behind and not be able to 
take advantage of these new conditions 
or protect ourselves from the new dan
gers. That is an important basic fact 
that has to be kept in mind.

Now, one of the results of this new 
development is that violence and the 
methods of violence have become so 
tremendously powerful that, practically 
speaking, they have become useless and,
__it is an extraordinary thing to say,—
they have over-reached themselves, 
that is, if they go on further they are 
not useless but they destroy.

Take the question of war and dis
armament. People have discussed dis
armament for years and years past, 
honest people desiring to put an end to 
war etc. or at least to lessen the chances 
of war. But they have never come to 
an agreement. Why? Because, essential
ly some party or other thought that war 
would pay, that war would lead to 
victory or they have a fair chance of 
victory and they are not prepared to 
give up their fair chance of victory in 
order to achieve certain objectives that 
they had. Therefore they would not 
agree to disarmament.

N qw for the first time, I would say, 
in the world’s history, it is gradually 
dawning on people that war does not 
lead to victory and will not lead to 
victory in the modern context—I am 
talking of course of big-scale war. There
fore, for the first time I imagine, the 
question of disarmament is being consi
dered or will be considered in much 
more realistic terms than at any time
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previously because of this realisation 
logically. Of course, war is completely 
ruled out by any reasonable or logical 
approach because it cannot yield any of 
the results aimed at and it is bound to 
—even with the limited knowledge at 
our disposal inregard to the effects of 
the use of hydrogen bomb—lead to al
most universal disaster. Mind you, there 
arc certain uncertain factors about which 
we do not know yet but which may 
even mean something worse. Now, 
therefore, logically one comes to the 
conclusion that war should be complete
ly ruled out.

But hon. Members know well enough 
that life is not completely governed by 
logic. There are passions and hatreds, 
fears and apprehensions which come in 
the way. And so today, even more so 
than before, we feel the position that 
logic, reason and good sense tell us the 
path we should follow and the fears, 
apprehensions and hatreds tend to push 
us—not us or our country, I mean the 
world—in a different direction. Never
theless, one cannot ultiffrately ignore 
reality and the reality is typified by that 
symbol of the age today, the atom bomb 
or the hydrogen bomb and the great en
ergy behind it, the tremendous power 
behind it, the power for destruction in 
war or otherwise.

This is an important factor which I 
sometimes, I fear, repeat very much be
cause it is the governing factor of the 
age today and it is governing it not only 
in human hands for use 
political and, I would again repeat, 
in the economic domain. In fact, all 
economic thinking has been affected by 
the tremendous increase in technology, 
the tremendous advance in technology, 
the tremendous capacity to produce 
wealth, or goods, or necessary articles.

Two or three generations back, possib
ly, nobody could even think of this ab
undance of goods for everybody—the 
possibility of it. A hundred years or so 
ago any economist thought in terms of 
scarcity. Then came the period when 
people gradually began to think in terms 
of some abundance. But the wildest 
hopes of individuals and prophets have 
been exceeded by the power of modern 
technology and modern science to pro
duce wealth and also to produce not 
only wealth but very very powerful 
weapons. But it is all in the same line of 
technological development. Whether 
you call it happiness on one side or 
misery and destruction on the other, it 
is power which they produced and put 
in human hands for use.

Now, this is the background and in 
this background any reasonable or logi
cal approach must, therefore, neces
sarily be away from war and conflict of 
the violent type. One does not deny 
that there are many conflicts, so
cial conflicts and the like, in society bet
ween nations and the rest. But the solu
tion of those conflicts, big or small, by 
methods of violence is undesirable. 
In the big way they are not 
solved; there have been destruction 
to bo th ; but in the small way, relative
ly small way, it is dangerous to apply 
that method because that might lead you 
to the bigger conflict so that, what has 
been said by the prophets and sages in 
the past, that violence and hatreds etc., 
are bad morally, has become today the 
extremely practical method of consider
ing these matters.
12 N o o n

" Morality apart, from the strictly op
portunist and the narrowest point of 
view today, violence is a folly, in a big 
way or a small way. Naturally, violence 
will continue in a small way. Man will 
hate another man in anger. That is a 
different matter. The point is basically 
that the high moral outlook of the great 
men of the past today has become the 
practical consequence of the develop
ments of the modern age. This is tne 
background.

If it is so, then this business of cold 
war and anything that leads to cold war 
also completely lacks sense. It has no 
meaning, because cold war is only a 
step to prepare the atmosphere for a 
hot war. Cold war means the develop
ment of hatred and the spirit of violence 
and the preparation for war violence all 
the time. It is folly to spend all your 
energy to do something which you want 
to avoid doing. It has no meaning. 
Again, you may do it because of fears 
and the like. There is always that con
flict in peoples' mind. But, it is a wrong 
policy fundamentally. Logically there 
can be no dispute about that.

The policy we have followed in this 
country with more or less success—I 
do not claim any wonderful success for 
i t ; but I do claim, with all respect that 
it looks in the right direction—tries to 
work in the right direction. It may 
make mistakes, it has made mistakes in 
minor matters, or for the matter of that, 
in some major matters. But, it does lay 
emphasis on the right things,—call 
them what you like,—on the right 
means. Because of that, it has evoked 
a certain wide response in peoples mind
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[Shri Jawaharlal Nehru]
all over the world. I am not for the mo
ment referring to the Governments; cer
tainly, Governments also. We say that 
we are friendly to all countries. Natural
ly, the degree of our co-operation with 
countries differs, because it is a two
way traffic. You cannot co-operate one 
way. But, our offer of friendship is al
ways there, I hope, with every country, 
even those who might at present be 
hostile to us or with whom we may 
have some problems or conflicts.

Sometimes people, rather with some
disdain, refer to our neutralism. I do 
not think we are neutral. I hope we are 
not neutral about any vital matter. But, 
this business of talking about neutrality 
itself denotes a state of mind which can 
only think in terms of war. Neutrality 
is a word which applies to war and bel- 
ligrency. It is the opposite of belliger
ency. People have developed a state o t  
affairs in the world where you can
not get out of the war mentality. You 
t&ik about belligerency and neutrality. 
In terms of no war or peaceful condi
tions, the use of the w ord ‘neutral’ is 
completely out of place. It has no mean
ing. Why it is used is this. They can 
only conceive of two basic attitudes in 
the world today, represented, by and 
large, by the two great groups of na
tions which are supposed to be more or 
less opposed to each other and you are 
supposed to fall in line with this or 
that. You have no business to try to 
find a place for yourself in thought or 
action. This kind of thing is essentially 
authoritarian thinking whether it is 
done by this side or that side. It is also 
essentially military thinking of war and 
lining up here or there. I cannot under
stand how any reasonable person, what
ever his views may be,—he may differ 
from me—should confine his thinking to 
this military approach to this question. 
That is one of the misfortunes of the 
age. The fears and apprehensions 
which the people have felt have made 
them think more and more in this con
fined soldier’s way. A soldier is an ex
cellent person. You give him a particu
lar job : do this, fight and defeat the 
enemy. He tries his best to do it whe
ther he succeeds or not. But, obviously, 
in politics, and more so, in human life, 
if you start always making that soTcfier’s 
approach you will get into difficulties. 
The world has got into these difficulties 
because military thinking, military phra
seology and methods have been intro
duced into our political activities. While 
on this question of neutrality, I would 
like again to lay stress on this, that a per

son who considers our political or other 
activities neutral, in that sense, has com
pletely failed to understand them. I 
would advise him to try to make another 
effort to understand them. I would ad
vise him to try to make an effort to 
get out of his narrow shell of thinking 
which does not represent the whole of 
the world. It is desirable for the world 
that people should think differently 
from each other and then come together 
and co-operate. I wanted to lay stress on 
this background phenomenon.

Today, broadly speaking, if you want 
to know what the basic world problems 
are at the present moment, one, of 
course, is the basic problem, which has 
led to numerous off shoots, the prob
lem of atomic energy coming into the 
field. I would connect that with the 
problem of disarmament which is of 
exceeding importance. I believe, for the 
reasons I have stated, that there is a 
little more hopeful chance of something 
being achieved in regard to disarma
ment. Why? Because of this progres
sive realisation that it does not profit 
anybody not to do so ; in fact, it is 
harmful. But, I cannot say definitely, 
of course.

Then, take, for the present, a very 
explosive region of the world, the west
ern Asia, conflicts between Israel and 
the Arab countries, the region of the 
Baghdad pact and the like. Here again, 
in a sense, the problems, important as 
they are, are not world problems. But, 
obviously, they are so inter-related with 
world problems that some kind of upset 
or explosion there will affect the world 
and one does not know exactly what 
might happen. The fact of the matter is 
that in the 19th century, a certain not 
very happy equilibrium was established 
in the world by the dominance of cer
tain European powers practically all over 
the world. That continued till the be
ginning of the First World War. The 
First World War upset that equilibrium 
in many ways,—political, economic. 
Some empires vanished. The period bet
ween the two World Wars intervened, a 
troubled period, a difficult one. Always 
an attempt has been made to find some 
equilibrium and it has been a failure. 
The Second World War came and upset 
the old 19th century balances still more. 
Ever since then, the world has been 
grouping about to find some equilib
rium. Meanwhile, apart from the em
ergence of these great giants, America 
and the Soviet Union, in terms of ma
terial power, this atomic energy comes 
in—another upsetting factor.



Now, the countries which enjoyed 
the privileged position in that 19th cen
tury set-up, many of them, have lost 
their position—at least that particular 
position. It is not easy for them to ad
just themselves to the new thinking, the 
new balances in the world, the new 
balances—apart from the giants coming 
upy—and the new renascence in Asia and 
Asian countries becoming independent 
in their different ways, whether it is 
India or China or Indonesia or Burma 
or other countries. The old balances go 
on being changed and Governments, 
and very wise Governments cannot easi
ly keep pace with those practical deve
lopments. Of course, the most remark
able fact about this lack of recognition 
of changes is the fact that some great 
countries still seem to lack awareness, 
proper awareness, that a great country 
like China is there. Of course they know 
it. Nevertheless they seem to lack some
thing, or, otherwise, their policy would 
be different.

But it is not merely a question of 
China. It is really a question of the out
look on all Asian problems or African 
problems and the idea that, as previou&ly 
they have to be settled by the great 
power& whom we all respect, hardly 
taking into consideration what the coun
tries of Asia might feel about it. There 
has been a slight change, and the 
countries of Asia are sometimes asked 
about it, or, may be that they have 
been even allowed to sit in the corner 
of the council chamber. But the funda
mental fact, this basic conception, still 
remains—that it is the duty, the respon
sibility and obligation of these great 
countries of the western world to carry 
the burden of the world, of Asia and 
Africa; like weary Titans they face all 
these problems and carry this burden of 
Asia when progressive Asia does not 
want them to carry that burden.

So, this kind of difficulty is there, and 
facts and events have gone on, bringing 
about enormous changes and yet, the 
mind of man cannot keep pace, and it 
keeps in the old ruts. I am not blaming 
anybody outside, but we ourselves, all 
of us, are equally guilty of this. We go 
on using the same cliches, the same slo
gans which bear no meaning today; but 
we go on repeating them. Some of our 
friends opposite—Shri H. N. Mukherjee 
—cannot forget the Commonwealth and 
our being in the Commonwealth. He 
thinks probably that is the root of evil. 
Well, I have often spoken on this sub
ject. We are in the Commonwealth, I 
think, because it is good for us and
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good for the causes which we wish to 
support and because it does not come 
in our way at all, in the policies that 
we pursue, and it is—and might be-
helpful. We are in the Commonwealth 
because we welcome every kind of asso
ciation with other countries, provided 
it does not come in the way of our poli
cies. We have other associations with 
other countries, in Asia and Europe, 
which are as close and sometimes closer 
than our association with the countries 
of the Commonwealth—our neighbour
ing countries of Burma, Indonesia or 
some European countries like Yugosla
via or others. We have very close rela
tions with them in every way. They are 
not labelled by something. Remember 
th is: every type of alliance, whatever 
it may be, is restrictive. It may be help
ful, but it is restrictive. I welcome this 
type of Commonwealth connection, be
cause it is not an alliance, because there 
is no restrictive feature in it, and be
cause one can go one’s way. I would 
like this type of association—not in the 
Commonwealth, I mean—but this type 
of free association to take place all over 
the world, in other countries. It is far 
better than that alliance type, and of 
course, it is infinitely better than the mi
litary alliance which is always, inevitab
ly, a challenge to some other country 
and comes in the way of our friendship 
with other countries. Therefore, I would 
beg this House to consider that this has 
nothing to do with our liking a country 
or disliking it. In the Commonwealth 
there are some countries which are, or 
rather, with whom our relations are not 
very friendly at present. There is Pakis
tan. I want friendly relations with Pa
kistan and it is inevitable that sometime 
or the other, we have to have them.

Take another country which does not 
really concern us very much. There is 
South Africa. Our relations with South 
Africa are nil. It does not affect us. 
It does not affect our being in the Com
monwealth or not being in it, except 
that in a temper one might do this or 
that. It is not a good thing for an indi
vidual, much less for a nation, to go 
about functioning in a temper.

_Now, it may be perhaps thought—I 
am not quite sure—that it might be em
barrassing for us to function with South 
Africa, to function in the United Na
tions and walk out of the United Na
tions, because South Africa is there or 
because Portugal is there. It may be 
embarrassing. On the other hand, it 
might also be that our being there might 
not be terribly welcomed by the other
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parties and they might find it very 
embarrassing in the pursuit of their poli
cies. Any how, my submission is that 
any kina of contact that we have with 
another country, whatever that country, 
is a good thing provided it does not 
come in the way and restrict our pro
gress in any direction in which we wish 
to go forward.

I think that the Commonwealth con
nection is definitely helpful in some 
wider causes we have at heart including 
the cause of peace. Tomorrow, six 
months later or nine months later—1 
do not know—some other countries may 
come into the Commonwealth, some 
African countries like Gold Coast, and 
Nigeria a little later. It will be an occa
sion of some historical significance, I 
think, when a purely African country 
like Gold Coast attains independence 
and functions with equality among other 
independent and relatively* important 
countries. We want to encourage that 
tendency. May be that our presence 
there does encourage it, the various 
developments in Africa. It is true,—and 
hon. Members have reminded me,— 
why this is happening in the Common
wealth or in Africa or somewhere else. 
They ask, “What are you going to do 
about it”? Obviously we cannot do much 
or perhaps anything at all in regard to 
many things. It does not do good for 
a Government or as an individual for 
me to go about denouncing all the things 
that we dislike. Then all my life would 
be spent in denouncing things that I 
dislike! So there are so many things 
that one does not like to say or do in 
this world. One has to put up with them 
till the time comes when you can say 
or do things which can be useful. There
fore, I submit that at any time it would 
be bad for us to follow a policy of just 
hitting out verbally or otherwise, more 
especially in the present day.. With jail 
these new forces at work, new ideas new 
powers, it has become necessary to seek 
as many friendly contacts as possible 
to spread the area of friendship and to 
lessen the area of conflict. Our policy is 
directed to that end. Naturally in re
gard to those problems that we have, 
our own problems, we have to deal with 
them to the best of our ability. Natural
ly also, it is not possible always to fit 
in practice with theory. Sometimes one 
has to adapt these things in the best pos
sible way, in the best way open to one, 
but the theory, the objective and the 
method should always be kept clearly 
in mind and one should not just allow 
the theory to be kept as something to

be used, let us say, for public purposes, 
to delude people and go in the opposite 
direction.

Now, that are our immediate prob
lems 7 I was talking about the interna
tional problems and I mentioned West
ern Asia, Israel, Egypt and disarmament, 
the Baghdad Pact. There is, of course. 
SEATO. And then there is the question 
of China and Indo-China, and the most 
important world problem of all, the 
economic growth of the parts of the 
world that are under-developed. It is of 
vital importance.

Just a word about the Baghdad Pact 
and SEATO. I spoke about it the other 
day. It is clear that if the analysis that 
I have ventured to place before the 
House is at all correct, then any ap
proach by military pacts, any approach 
like that of the Baghdad Pact and 
SEATO is a wrong approach, is a dan
gerous approach, is a harmful approach. 
It creates, it sets in motion all the 
wrong tendencies and prevents the right 
tendencies from developing. I may be 
wrong in my premises, but if my premi
ses are correct, it inevitably follows 
that this is so, and it is a matter of little 
consequence to me whether you suspect 
any country of dishonesty or lack of 
bona fides. You may consider its policy 
to be hypocritical. You should take 
every factor into consideration. But if 
you adopt the right policy, having re
gard to certain world factors, the ques
tion of a particular country functioning 
not with complete honesty does not make 
too much difference. TTie point is you 
should be honest in your policy, and 
if you are honest and straightforward, 
you may be tripped, of course, you may 
make a mistake, but fundamentally you 
will not fall into error. SEATO and 
Baghdad Pacts, apart from their being, 
I think, basically in the wrong direction 
affect us intimately and in a sense tend 
to encircle us from two or three direc
tions. And also, as the House knows, 
certainly the Baghdad Pact has, in fact, 
created in Western Asia far greater ten
sion and conflict than ever before. It has 
certainly put one country against another 
country, the countries that were friendly 
to each other. Now, how anyone can 
say that this has brought security and 
stability to Western Asia I do not 
know.

Hon. Members know, talking about 
the Baghdad Pact, or for the matter of 
that SEATO too, that it is said to be the 
Northern or middle tier of defence, and 
presumably it is meant for defence 
against aggression if it takes place from
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the Soviet Union. I cannot guarantee 
which country will commit aggression, 
which will not. Every great country 
and every powerful country tends to ex
pand and tends to be somewhat aggres
sive. It is very, very difficult for a 
•giant not to function sometimes as a 
‘giant. One can guard oneself as much 
as possible. One can create an atmos
phere so that the giant will function 
fnildly or not aggressively and all that, 
but it is inherent in a giant’s strength 
that he should somehow try to use that 
•strength if he does not like something, 
-whichever giant of the world you might 
apply that to in whatever way. But, sure
ly nobody here imagines that, let us say, 
the Pakistan Government entered this 
Pact because they expected some immi
nent or distant invasion or aggression 
from the Soviet Union. It is^obviously 
not so. And if we read the Pakistan 
newspapers or read the statements made 
by responsible people in Pakistan, they 
make it perfectly clear they have done 
so because of India, because either—if 
you like, you may put it this way—they 
are Tather apprehensive of India, or be
cause they want to develop strength and, 
as the phrase now goes speak with 
strength; Whatever it is, they have join
ed the Baghdad Pact and SEATO es
sentially because of their hostility to 
India. I am sorry because I do not feel 
hostility towards them and I cannot 
conceive of a war with Pakistan with
out the utmost dismay, but there it is. 
My point is that people enter into these 
pacts, countries enter into them, the 
Baghdad Pact and SEATO, and I can 
mention others too in various parts of 
the world, with different motives. I am 
quite sure that the other members of the 
Baghdad Pact have no hostility to India. 
Obviously they have not entered into 
the Baghdad Pact because of their feel
ing against India, as I am equally sure 
that India was the motive thought of 
Pakistan when it entered this Pact— 
India as well as perhaps some others— 
so that these different motives come in.
I am prepared to accept completely the 
assurance given to me by the leaders 
of the United States of America. I am 
quite sure they did not mean ill. They 
did not think even probably of India 
in this connection. Their minds were 
elsewhere, on the northern, western and 
middle tiers of defence. But the effect is 
the same, and the effect is you get tied 
up, you get interlocked. Countries get 
interlocked with each other, each pull
ing in different directions and in a cri- 4 
sis you are pulled away in a direction 
you never thought of going.

Look at the series of alliances and 
military pacts in this whole region of 
South-East and Eastern Asia. It is almost 
as bad, I must say, as these big, inter
national trusts and combines. We do not 
quite know who is pulling where. Things 
are happening but nobody appears to be 
responsible. The danger of it, apart from 
the essential danger of any pact, is any 
odd member of one of these pacts can 
set in motion something whicn would 
gradually pull in not only the members 
of that pact, but some other inter-relat
ed pact of which they are common 
members, and so the whole thing goes 
into a turmoil. So, naturally both for 
larger reasons and for narrow reasons of 
self-interest, we took exception, and we 
do take exception to the SEATO and 
Baghdad Pacts. We think,—I may re
peat,—that they push the world in a 
wrong direction. They do not recognise 
that new factors are working. Instead of 
taking advantage of these new factors 
which go towards disarmament and les
sening of tension and towards peace, 
they deliberately check them and en
courage the other factors which increase 
hatred and fear and apprehension and 
come in the way of disarmament. I do 
not understand how any person can equ
ate military pacts and alliances with the 
approach to disarmament.

Now, if I may say so, there are two 
types of alliances and treaties. Person
ally I would rather have none of them, 
of any type, but 1 can understand an 
alliance or some kind of a treaty bet
ween countries which have been or are 
opposed to each other. Broadly speak
ing, this type of agreement is referred to 
often as the Locarno agreement, because 
at Locarno, in the late twenties, the vic
torious Allies, England, France, America 
etc., came to terms with their old enemy 
Germany, enemy of the First World 
War. Now, there was some meaning in 
that, because that meant the coming 
together of those who had been hostile, 
and therefore it released tension. I hap
pened to be at the time in Geneva—I 
think it was in 1926,—when Germany 
was welcomed for the first time into the 
League of Nations. The future, of 
course, was hidden, the Second World 
War and all that. Anyhow, there was 
the Locarno treaty, and Germany came 
in. There was much embracing between 
the German delegates and the French 
delegates on that occasion in the League 
of Nations hall.

I say that that type of agreement has 
some meaning. It takes you somewhere,
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and mind you, it gives you an assur
ance, it gives each country an assurance 
that if any member of that group breaks 
the law or breaks the treaty, the others 
would come down upon it. That is an 
equal assurance to every member. But 
in regard to the other type of treaty, 
that is, if a group of allies representing 
one side binds itself together against the 
other, then obviously the first effect of 
it is to create a reaction* which leads the 
other group of allies to bind itself to
gether in another hostile group. So, it 
leads to hostile groups. It does not bring 
us peace or security at all. It is not for 
me to say whether it is not justified; it 
may be justified in some cases in self
protection, but normally speaking, it 
seems to me that it will lead us away 
from the creation of that feeling of se
curity etc.

There is one larger thing which 1 
should lik$ to refer to, namely, this 
question of the economic growth of the 
under-developed parts of the world, 
which is intimately connected with poli
tical conditions, intimately connected 
with the question of giving aid or not, 
political pressures exercised, military 
pressures exercised, and which has al
most been considered not purely from 
the economic angle but from the poli
tical angle also.

It is obvious that if this imbalance 
continues between the very rich coun
tries and the poor, apart from being 
a source of misery and unhappiness, it 
will be continuously a source of trouble 
and conflict, and might lead to conflicts, 
so that it has to be remedied even from 
the point of view of the richer countries. 
Now, there is nothing wrong about the 
richer countries, from their own point 
of view or from any other, helping to 
remove it, giving aid to the develop
ment of those countries. But it may be 
that some element of wrong comes in 
in the manner of doing i t ; it produces 
wrong results.

In this connection, I should like to 
refer to a proposal with which India 
has been associated for some time, a 
proposal before the United Nations; 
and it is still being discussed ; in fact, 
I think, in about six weeks* time there 
is a meeting in New York to discuss it 
further. Thi$ is known in the modern 
way of capital letters as SUNFED, 
SUNFED meaning Special United Na
tions Fund for Economic Development. 
You will notice perhaps that the word 
•Special’ was put m there; if ‘S' was not 
there, then it became 'UNFED’, which

was very unfortunate. So, ‘S’ was put in 
to avoid this.

In the last three or four years, our 
representatives in the United Nations 
have been persuading us, the idea being 
that help to the more undeveloped na
tions should come through international 
agencies, and not so much by bilateral* 
arrangements which tend to have poli
tical consequences. We have met with 
enormous difficulties. The great Powers; 
whoever they might be, do not like this 
way of doing things. They like to distri
bute largess to the poor and needy, and 
have not only the mental satisfaction of 
having done good but also that of know
ing that the other knows that they have 
done good to it, and may be, getting 
something in exchange.

We haw arrived at a stage now; even 
now, it has not been decided, but at 
last we have arrived at a stage where 
various countries, all the other countries, 
have been asked to give their reactions 
to this proposal and these reports are 
going to be considered in about six 
weeks’ time in New York.

I mention this because I attach a good 
deal of importance to this proposal for 
SUNFED, because it will oring about 
gradually and completely, I hope, a dif
ferent relationship between the giver and 
the taker, which will be advantageous to  
both, certainly to the taker, but also to 
the giver, because then it is done im
personally through international organi
sations, and there is not this giving of 
largess by one country to another, and 
sometimes with political strings attach
ed.

Coming to our own major problems 
—I am not referring to the world prob
lems now—of course, there are prob
lems with Pakistan—Kashmir, this tre
mendous exodus which is coming from 
East Bengal etc. There are the two 
other old problems, the canal waters 
and evacuees. There is this question of 
border troubles. Then, apart from this, 
there are the other problems. There is 
the problem of South Africa, of course; 
it is always there, the problem of peo
ple of Indian descent in South Africa. 
There is the question of Goa. There is 
the question of Ceylon. I am not going 
into these in any detail; hon. Members 
know them pretty well.

I wish to sav something about some 
issues with Pakistan.

We are also entangled—it is not our 
problem, but we are entangled—in the 
Indio-China problems, because of our 
co-chairmanship of the international
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commission there. More specially, diffi
culties have arisen in South Viet Nam, 
because the present Government in 
South Viet Nam refuse to recognise, re
fuse to accept their responsibilities 
flowing from the Geneva agreement on 
the ground that they did not sign the 
agreement. True, they did not sign it, 
but they are a successor government to 
the French, and the French signed it. 
They have accepted all the advantages 
of that agreement, and they still conti
nue to enjoy the advantages of that 
agreement, but' till now, they have not 
accepted the obligations. Well, that puts 
us in a very difficult position, because 
we are in Indo-China or in Viet Nam 
because of the Geneva agreement. If the 
Geneva agreement is not accepted, then 
we have no place there, and we have 
simply to pack up and come back. It 
is an easy thing for us to pack up and 
come back, but we know that if the 
international commission is ended, it is 
likely to lead to trouble; the conflict 
will again be there. And we do not wish 
nor does anybody else wish that we 
should walk out in this way. Even the 
South Viet Nam Government are very 
anxious that we should remain there, 
and yet thus far they have not made it 
very easy for us to remain, because of 
their non-recognition of their obligations. 
Naturally, I spoke about this matter at 
some length to the three distinguished 
statesmen who came here, Mr. Selwyn 
Lloyd, who with Mr. Molotov is co
Chairman of the Geneva Conference. 
Mr. Dulles and Mr. Pineau. Of course 
I do not know how things will develop. 
But there have been some hopeful signs 
recently that the South Viet-Nam Gov
ernment might accept the obligations 
flowing from the Geneva Agreement 
and thus make it easier for us to func
tion.

Meanwhile, another difficulty has 
arisen, which has nothing to do with 
that, which is not directly our concern. 
Cambodia, which has practically gone 
out of the ken of the International 
Commission—not entirely but practical
ly ; there are only some minor matters 
to be dealt with—has been asserting 
with some force that it will not adhere 
to any power bloc, and it wants friendly 
relations with other countries. Perhaps, 
as a result of this, it is not in too 
happy a position with some of its neigh
bours, South Viet-Nam on the one side 
and Thailand on the other. Whatever 
the reason may be, there is a kind of 
closure of the borders there, and partly 
some kind of economic blockade.

I should come now to some of our 
problems with Pakistan. The facts arc 
well known—I am referring for the 
moment to this exodus. I really do not 
know what I could say at this stage pro
fitably to the House. My colleagues, the 
Minister of Law and Minority Affairs 
and the Minister of Rehabilitation, have 
stated the facts before this House in 
some detail. It is clear that this continu
ing major migration is something of 
tremendous significance. Apart from the 
great burden on us, it is a matter of tre
mendous significance, and in the ulti
mate analysis, it is not merely a matter 
of casting a huge burden on us but, 1 
believe, of harming Pakisan greatly too. 
Do not imagine that this kind of migra
tion is ultimately good for the country 
from which it comes. I have no doubt 
that the past migration from East Ben
gal has hit East Pakistan hard. The 
quality of it has gone down. Naturally, 
when trained people, skilled people, go 
out, the quality suffers. It is not numbers 
that count; it is quality that matters. 
And a good deal of quality has come 
out of East Pakistan.

If you go back to history, you will 
see that one of the reasons of the ad
vance of England towards industrialisa
tion was the fact that religious wars 
drove out very prosperous weavers 
from France and that part of Europe to 
England, and those people then became 
the persons through whom gradually in
dustrialisation, inventions and the like 
developed. So it is a very very short
sighted policy for those in Pakistan to 
imagine that seizing hold of this house, 
this property and this job here and there 
and driving out people who have played 
an important part in the economic life 
of the country—I am leaving out the 
political aspect—would be good for 
them.

I think it was Shri Gadgil who made 
a suggestion—it has been made before— 
about asking them for land. You may, 
of course, ask but one doesn’t ask for 
things which patently are going to be 
refused and for which one has no means 
of getting by other ways. Ultimately, no 
country gives up land. Why should they ? 
If they are prepared to give up land, 
they could very well settle the people 
on that land. It is not that. Jt is a ques
tion of dealing with this matter in other 
ways, so far as one can.

Undoubtedly, a situation has arisen,
I believe, when the leaders of Pakistan 
themselves realise the extreme gravity of
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was an absolutely complete and total 
denial of what we said. Having done 
that, they brought in all kinds of other 
issues; they talked about genocide, not 
in Kashmir but in Delhi, Punjab and all 
o v er; they talked about Junagadh and 
some other States in Kathiawar.

Shri Gadgil: Manavdar.
Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: In fact, the 

greater part of the memoranda was 
dealing not with the Kashmir issue, 
which they slurred over and about which 
they said they had nothing to do with, 
but with other matters. It will be inter* 
esting for the House to remember that 
they said to the Security Council, “You 
must consider and decide all these ques
tions— genocide, Junagadh, etc., and 
they must be decided together with 
Kashmir simultaneously. I am repeating 
all this to show the mental attitude of 
Pakistan, first the complete denial of 
►everything, and only a little later they 
had to admit these things which they 
had denied, and then trying to 
divert the mind of the Secu
rity Council to complete the other 
problems which we have not men
tioned and which did not arise in that 
connection. I must confess that I was 
very much taken aback by this tissue of 
lies that have been put forward by the 
Pakistan representative before the Secu
rity Council. Naturally, we tried to 
answer that in terms of fac t; we pro
duced pictures and what, not. It is in
teresting for this House to know that 
lately, in the last year or so, there have 
been quite a number of statements from 
prominent people in Pakistan, in the 
North West Frontier Province of Pakis
tan, giving details of how they organis
ed this raid from Pakistan, not only 
details but demands made by one party 
in the North West Frontier Province 
on the other for the amount spent in 
organising it and trying to recover it. 
Also, only recently, there was a state
ment by one of the leading officers of a 
case admitting it. I am merely pointing 
out how Pakistan was basing its case in 
the Security Council; it is something 
which can only be described as com
pletely false and they had to admit 
it as false later. When the U. N. 
Commission came here, then it became 
quite impossible for Pakistan to say that 
their forces were not there—because the 
U.N. Commission would see them there. 
It was then that they admitted 
that their forces were there. They 
said it subsequently, not originally. They 
might have mentioned it in the U.N. 
debate which was taking place only a

little before; they did not do so. It was, 
only under compulsion, when they were 
going to be found out completely, that 
they admitted it. In the U.N. Resolu
tion, I think, on the 13th August 1948, 
it was stated—

“The Commission recognise that 
as the presence of troops in the ter
ritory of the State of Jammu and 
Kashmir constitutes a material 
change in the situation, since it was 
represented by the Government of 
Pakistan before the Security Coun
cil, the Government of Pakistan 
agrees to withdraw its troops from 
the State.”
This was the Commission's recom

mendation. Please observe the language ; 
it is mildly put. “As the presence of 
troops in the territory of the State of 
Jammu and Kashmir constitutes a ma
terial change in the situation since it 
was represented by the Government of 
Pakistan before the Security Council, 
the Government of Pakistan agrees to 
withdraw its troops from the State”—it 
is a mild way of saying that they had 
told a lie in the Security Council there 
and they found the troops here—a ma
terial change in the situation as it was 
represented. Privately the Commission 
people told us that of course all this 
was falsely stated, it was complete ag
gression, but they added, “We have 
come here to settle the matter peaceful
ly and if we go about publicly condemn
ing everybody, it will become difficult to 
settle it.” So, they tried to avoid giving 
expression clearly on their decision on 
aggression, which they admitted and 
which, in fact, indirectly they stated too.

The point now to remember is that 
because of this admission of aggression, 
the first thing they required was for Pa
kistan to withdraw its armed forces from 
the.area of the State occupied by it. That 
was the first thing. There was a great 
deal of talk about plebiscite and a good 
deal of talk as to what India should 
and should not do. But throughout this 
period, the first demand of the United 
Nations has been in every respect the 
withdrawal of Pakistan forces from that 
area occupied by them. Other factors 
came later. We were asked later to with
draw the bulk of our forces, that is, on 
Pakistan withdrawing from that area, 
we were asked, to relieve tension, to 
withdraw the bulk of our forces, but 
retain our army in the State in order to 
give it protection. The right of our army 
to be there was recognised, but it was 
stated that since Pakistan is withdrawing 
completely from Jammu and Kashmir 
State, India also can reduce her forces



as that would tend to bring about a bet
ter atmosphere. It is agreed, but the 
point I wish the House to remember is 
that the first essential should be the with
drawal of Pakistan armed forces from 
that area of the State which they had 
occupied. Today, 8i years after that, 
those armed forces are still there. All 
this talk of plebiscite and other things 
is completely beside the point. In fact, 
those questions only arose when Pakis
tan had taken a certain step, that is, 
withdrawal of armed forces. And Pakis
tan is out of court till it performed its 
primary duty by getting out of that 
part of the Jammu State on which it 
committed aggression. This is a major 
fact to be remembered. Many attempts 
were made during these years—discus
sions etc.—to deal with the conditions 
laid down in the U.N. Resolution; I am 
not going into all that detail. I have 
mentioned one essential thing. There 
were many other conditions—prerequi
sites—to plebiscite. Well, many attempts 
were made. They did not yield results. 
I am not going into detail as to whose 
fault it was. The fact is that they did 
not yield results. It has been found that 
the Government of India and the Gov
ernment of Jammu and Kashmir State 
could not remain continually in a state 
of suspended animation in regard to 
Kashmir; something has to be done. 
Years have passed and then certain steps 
were taken by the Jammu and Kashmir 
Government with the concurrence of 
the Government of India, to elect, to 
convene a Constituent Assembly. That 
was done. We stafed even then that ac
tually the Constituent Assembly was 
free to decide any constitution it liked 
but we made it clear that we continu
ed to be bound by our international 
commitments.

More years passed and while on the 
one hand Pakistan continued to occupy 
a part of the State on which they had 
committed aggression, the Constituent 
Assembly proceeded to draw up the 
Constitution of the State and passed very 
important measures of land reforms ; 
great development works were under
taken and the people of the State, except 
those under the forcible occupation of 
Pakistan, made progress. Jammu and 
Kashmir experienced more prosperity 
under their own Government than they 
had at any time previously in living 
memory or before. A very simple test of 
this is the number of visitors who had 
gone to Kashmir last year. An unpre
cedented number of 50,000 went there; 
at no time, even during the war, had 
such members gone there.
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Eight or nine years have passed and 
these major changes took place and the 
Kashmir people were settled. I cannot 
speak witn authority about the other 
side and the changes that have taken 
place there. The Governor-General of 
Pakistan—I mean, now the President— 
and others repeatedly talk about the 
abject slavery of the people of Jammu 
and Kashmir State under their present 
regime. I really do not know why they 
should talk in this irresponsible manner. 
Jammu and Kashmir State is not a clos
ed book on the subject. 50,000 tourists 
went there and if there is one thing 
which is very established, it is this that 
the State has never been so prosperous 
before.

It is not for me to say what the state 
of people on the other side of the cease
fire line is. But I notice that there is a 
continuous attempt by people on that 
side to come over to this side to share 
in the prosperity.

Well, all this was happening and we 
were discussing various ways with the 
Prime Minister of Pakistan and a new 
development took place. This was the 
promise of military aid from the USA to 
Pakistan—a promise which was subse
quently fulfilled. This created not only 
a new military situation but a new poli
tical situation; and the procedure thus 
far followed by us became out of date 
and had to be viewed a fresh. That 
situation has become progressively 
worse because of the flow of this military 
aid to Pakistan and the conclusion of 
SEATO and the Baghdad Pacts. In our 
discussing or considering this question 
of Kashmir with Pakistan representatives 
and others, apart from legal and consti
tutional issues, we have this practical 
aspect of it in mind ; that is, we wanted 
to promote the happiness and freedom 
of the people of Kashmir and we want
ed to avoid any step being taken which 
would be disruptive, which would up
set things which had settled down and 
which might lead to migration of peo
ple this way or that way and which 
further, if that happened, would again 
lead to conflict with Pakistan which we 
wanted to avoid ; because, while we 
were desirous of settling this Kashmir 
problem with Pakistan, there was no 
settlement of the Kashmir problem if 
that itself—the manner of settling itself 
—would lead to conflict with Pakistan. 
So, this is an inqportant consideration ; 
because, as things settle down, any step 
which might have been logical some 
years back becomes more and more dif
ficult ; it means uprooting of things that
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have become fixed—legally, constitu
tionally and practically.

We pointed this out last time when 
the Prime Minister of Pakistan came 
here. I pointed this o u t: “You can talk 
to m e; you have talked for the last 
five or six years about these pre-condi
tions laid down previously in the UN 
Resolution. We have not come to an 
agreement. The departure of the Pakis
tan armed forces itself has not taken 
place. I am prepared to talk to you, if 
you like, on the subject but it is not 
very likely that, when we have failed 
for the last five or six years, we are like
ly to come to a rapid agreement, more 
especially when new factors have come.” 
They came in a little later—these fac
tors, military aid, etc., which have chang
ed the situation completely and all our 
previous discussions had to be abandon
ed because the basis of discussion has 
changed—the military aspect, apart from 
the political aspect. I said : ‘You must 
recognise facts as they are. It is no good 
proceeding on the basis of old things 
ignoring the existing facts'.

Meanwhile, another thing was hap
pening. Constitutional developments 
have taken place both in our Constitu
tion and that of the Jammu and Kash
mir State. As perhaps hon. Members 
will remember; we have in our Con
stitution laid down that we could not 
agree to any change in regard to the 
Jammu and Kashmir State without the 
concurrence of the Jammu and Kashmir 
Constitutent Assembly. That is the con
stitutional position. I pointed this out to 
the distinguished representatives from 
Pakistan who came here.

I will mention i t ; it is not directly 
concerned with us but it did somewhat 
concern the people of Kashmir indirect
ly. It was a development in West Pa
kistan—that is, the creation of one unit 
in West Pakistan. Now, as a conse
quence of all these factors, I have made 
it quite clear to the Pakistan represen
tatives that while I am prepared to dis
cuss any aspect of this question, if they 
want to be realistic, they must accept the 
changes and they must take into consi
deration all that had happened during 
these seven or eight years and not talk 
in terms of eight or nine years ago. Well, 
they did not quite accept that position 
and there the matter ended.

Now, the only alternative, I said, was 
a continuing dead-lock in our talks. I 
had offered sometime back a no-war 
declaration to the Pakistan Government: 
that, under no circumstances, would

India and Pakistan go to war for the 
settlement of any dispute. There was co- 
siderable correspondence. Nawabzada 
Liaquat Ali Khan, whp was then the 
Prime Minister, did not agree to that 
because he said : ‘Before you make that 
declaration, you must settle the ques
tions at issue or you must agree to their 
being settled—inevitably settled or
automatically settled, rather—by some 
process like arbitration, etc.*. I pointed 
out to him that I would very gladly 
settle these questions but they had al
ready made various attempts and they 
could not succeed. I thought that by a 
no-war declaration a new atmosphere 
would be created which would help uŝ  
in settling them. I said, let us consider 
advance in both lines. Further I said, 
when you talk to me to bind myself 
down to a strict schedule the question 
of dispute arises. When a dispute arises 
it is referred for conciliation for one 
month, may be two months, one month 
more for mediation, or two months and 
then arbitration. Within 4 or 5 months it 
is over. I said, I am not aware of any 
country having committed itself to arbi
tration about any problem, political or 
other, that might be raised in the future. 
I said I am not aware of this because 
when we fix our sovereignty it fixes* 
matters of high State policies which can 
only be considered by the countries* 
concerned. There are many other ques
tions which can be settled otherwise. So,, 
to ask us to commit ourselves in the' 
future in this way was not a wise o r 
feasible approach. There the matter 
ended.

Now, the present Prime Minister of 
Pakistan has again mentioned this mat
ter and I gladly welcome his proposal. 
But it is clear that we must not tie us. 
in a no-war declaration with all kinds- 
of conditions etc. Then you get the same 
vicious circle, you must settle first and 
then make a no-war declaration, if you 
settle everything then it is not necessary 
to have a no-war declaration and this 
business of trying to commit us to arbi
tration.

I want to be quite frank with this 
House and with the Pakistan Govern
ment. Having had 9 years of this Kash
mir affairs in changing phases and this 
problem affecting certainly the people of 
Jammu and Kashmir State, affecting 
India in a variety of ways, affecting our 
Constitution and our sovereignty, affect
ing our vital interests, am I to be expect
ed to agree to some outside authority* 
becoming an arbitrator in this matter ?

Some Hon. Members: No.
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Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: I cannot un
derstand. No country can agree to this 
kind of disposal of vital issues. But I do 
think that since we both agreed,—both 
Pakistan authorities and we,—that on 
no account should we go to war at each 
other, that we should settle our problems 
peacefully, they may not be settled for 
some time. It is better to have a prob
lem pending than to go to war for it. 
Therefore, it would be a very desirable 
thing, a helpful thing, to have a no-war 
declaration.

One thing more. The Pakistan Presi
dent said with great force that in all 
these border incidents, in every one of 
them, India was guilty. Well, any num
ber of incidents have occurred. I cannot 
discuss each one of them, and it may 
be that even if I have one case they may 
have another in regard to it. But at least 
in regard to 10 incidents on the Jammu 
border the United Nations Observers 
stated that Pakistan was the aggressor. 
So I take their word for it. But again I 
would repeat what I said here in my 
statement the other day, about the Neke- 
wal incident. The Nekewal incident 
stands out in a stark manner not because 
12 persons were killed—that is bad 
enough—but in the way it has been
dealt with by the Pakistan Government. 
Now, the present President of the Pakis
tan Republic was in Delhi when we re
ceived the report of the U.N. Observers 
in regard to this incident. It was handed 
over to him and to the then Prime Mi
nister. They assured us, and in fact the 
Prime Minister stated in public, that 
they would deal with and punish those 
who were found guilty by the U.N. 
Observers. This is not our opinion which 
might be challenged by Pakistan. This 
was the opinion of the U.N. Observers 
after an enquiry. Anyhow, they had 
themselves said that they would carry 
out the job and punish the guilty. I am 
astonished that an year or more has 
passed and nothing has been done. I am 
still further astonished that statements 
should be made that we are the aggres
sors in all these incidents.

I am afraid I have taken a great deal 
of the time of the House, but I did 
wish to refer to the Kashmir matter in 
some details and to bring out some basic 
facts. I hope that the Pakistan Govern
ment and the people will consider these 
basic facts and realise that we mean no 
ill to them—to Pakistan. It will be ab
surd for us to mean any ill to them be
cause our prosperity is connected with 
their prosperity. We want to be friends 
with them. We want to settle all our
2—32 L. S,

problems in a friendly way and I am 
sure we can settle them if our approach 
is a friend's approach.

Shri N, C. Chatterjee (Hooghly): Mr. 
Speaker, my friend to my left Prof. 
Mukherjee, was telling me that when 
we hear the Prime Minister delivering 
his eloquent speeches on foreign policy 
we generally have a Sunday-school feel
ing. We get strong doses of idealism, 
emotion and high-sounding principles. 
This time, I must admit, the Prime Mi
nister has come down from giddy heights 
to terra firma and has said something 
which is more realistic and a little more 
objective.

But, Sir, coming from Bengal I must 
say that I am thoroughly disappointed 
because he did not give us any indication 
of his policy how he would tackle the 
terrible problem of the mounting migra
tion of uprooted humanity which was 
crossing the border from Pakistan.

Yesterday we listened to the Law 
Minister and we heard one of his usual 
pathetic admission of complete futility 
and utter helplessness. It has become al
most an annual feature for this Minority 
Minister to come here and to say that 
“we have appealed to Pakistan, we have 
addressed letters and sent reminders but 
we have received no satisfactory reply 
and nothing has happened." I wish he 
had not taken up our time by quoting 
from some of the replies he had got from 
Pakistan. I wish they had gone in to the 
waste-paper basket, if he has any.

The real problem is much more seri
ous. I wrote to the Prime Minister a few 
days back telling him that my State of 
West Bengal, the truncated and divided 
State which has suffered  ̂ grievously as 
the result of the vivisection of India, is 
in great peril and along with it a good 
part of India is in peril because of this 
colossal problem of migrating humanity.
I gave him two reasons. The hon. Law 
Minister has not referred to them. One 
was the unfortunate statement of Mr. 
Gaznafar Ali suggesting that the border 
should be sealed. It accentuated the exo
dus. It was a very very unfortunate state
ment which the Pakistan Ambassador 
made. It was a counsel of despair. Natu
rally it added to the uncertainty and un
easiness of the unfortunate minority 
community there. Secondly, there was 
another cause. It is that the Constitu
tion, which has been fashioned by the 
Pakistan Constituent Assembly, has put 
a brand of inferior citizenship on the 
Hindu minority there and that has also 
made their position still more difficult.
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